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Abstract  
Existing machine-to-machine (M2M) communications incorporate a central point for gathering 
information, making decision, and acting. Large scale cyber-physical systems (CPS) may incorporate 
distributed actuation and in-network processing. Machine-to-machine communication aspects include 
data dissemination, data aggregation, reporting mechanisms for monitoring, cooperative access. Other 
related issues that would be explored are modeling, inter-dependency and topology control, and security 
and privacy. This lecture emphasizes actuation as one of important tools in the future applications of 
Internet of Things and Cyber Physical Systems architectures. Various existing models for wireless sensor 
and actuator networks are elaborated. It then concentrates on the network layer issues in wireless sensor 
and sensor-actuator networks. Coordination between sensors and robots, and robot to robot coordination 
are then covered with some concrete problem formulations. These include robot dispersion, 
communication aspects of robot coordination, robot task allocation, and sensor placement and relocation 
to improve sensing area coverage. 
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